
Mondays

Playground Allstars

Grades 1 & 2

Enjoy extra time on the play structure and

blacktop!

Lego Club

Grades 1-2

In this class we will build with legos and

create iconic lego buildings and learn how

to build from a lego set.

Fall Crafts

Grades 1 -2

Embrace the Fall Weather and get creative

creating Fall artwork.

Chill Zone

Grades 1 - 5

Enjoy a relaxing afternoon. Students can

choose from different activities such as

puzzles, Legos, drawing, board games and

simple crafts.

Art Club

Grades 3 -5

This class is all about finding beauty in

nature and making art out of branches,

rocks, and whatever else you find in the

great outdoors! We will collect and make

our masterpieces inside, or outside on

warm days. Get ready to be creative!

Read and Relax

Grades 3-5

If you love reading & creating art tied to

your favorite parts of a book, this is for

you! You’ll have the opportunity to read a

book and create art to bring the book

alive.

Active Games

Grades 3-5

Play different team sports such as soccer,

capture the flag, kickball, and more! Come

ready to have fun, build on skills, and work

on sportsmanship.

Tuesdays
Soccer

Grades 1-2

Play soccer! (Indoor/Outdoor) Come

ready to have fun, build on skills, and

work on sportsmanship.

Playdoh Creations

Grades 1- 2

Students will be able to explore and

create each week using playdoh as their

medium.

Melty Bead Madness

Grades 1-5

Students will be able to create a variety

of melty beads with new templates

Chill Zone

Grades 1 - 5

Enjoy a relaxing afternoon. Students can

choose from different activities such as

puzzles, Legos, drawing, board games

and simple crafts.

Spa Day

Grades 1 - 5

Enjoy a relaxing afternoon. Students can

choose from different activities to

mimic a day at the spa.

Extra Recess

Grades 3-5

Enjoy extra time on the play structure

and blacktop!

Dungeons & Dragons

Grades 3-5

Learn how to play Dungeons and

Dragons with Mr. Jack

Wednesdays

Playground Allstars

Grades 1 & 2

Enjoy extra time on the play

structure and blacktop!

Puppets & Plays

Grades 1 & 2

Create your own puppet show! Learn

how to sew your own puppets and

create a variety of different stories.

Melty Bead Madness

Grades 1-5

(see this description on other days)

Chill Zone

Grades 1 - 5

(see this description on other days)

Nature Club

Grades 3-5

Hangout with Mr. Ben and explore

the land that Champlain sits on.

Collaging and Crafts

Grades 3-5

In this class we will explore how to

make all kinds of collages and crafts

with different materials. We will try

out different techniques, sizes, and

shapes to make some beautiful

pieces!

Active Games

Grades 3-5

Play different team sports such as

soccer, capture the flag, kickball, and

more! Come ready to have fun, build

on skills, and work on sportsmanship.

Thursdays

Active Games

Grades 1-2

Play different team sports such as

soccer, capture the flag, kickball, and

more! Come ready to have fun, build

on skills, and work on sportsmanship.

Science Club

Grades 1 & 2

Have fun doing hand-on and

minds-on science activities. We’ll do

simple experiments and think about

why objects act a certain way.

GrowYoga

Grades 1-2

(Space is limited to 7)

Students will have the opportunity

to go down the street to participate

GrowYoga’s Youth Class.

Chill Zone

Grades 1 - 5

(see this description on other days)

Friendship Bracelets and More

Grades 1-5

Do you like arts and crafts? This is

the activity for you! You will create a

variety of crafts such as friendship

bracelets, collages, wax paper

drawing using colorful leaves & more

using colored pencils, paints,

markers etc. Near Thanksgiving, we

will also do turkey-themed crafts.

Lego Club

Grades 3-5

In this class we will build with legos

and create iconic lego sets from

Minecraft, Star Wars, and Harry

Potter.

Extra Recess

Grades 3-5

Enjoy extra time on the play

structure and blacktop!


